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Welcome to 2017
Hi and welcome to Issue 10 of the Mindstretch
Newsletter. I hope you enjoy it.
Our Preschool is off to a good start in 2017. A key
highlight is our new cabin that will house the Assisted
Learning Programme starting in March. It will dual-track
as a speech therapy room. The cabin results from a
generous donation for which we are grateful.
Our new ALP and Speech Therapy space.

Music therapy will also begin in March, as a new inhouse extramural activity offered by a qualified music
therapist. We’re also back with afternoon swimming
lessons, available on an extramural basis to both our
scholars and others. And, as always, we thank
Lionhearted Kids (www.lionheartedkids.org) for their weekly
yoga lessons.
Coordinated painted faces at our Keurboom Park Social.

Yoga from the non-profit Lionhearted Kids.

First steps in front swimming: learning to float and kick.

Mindstretch

All this and more was cause for celebration at our
recent annual Keurboom Park Social. Though the day
began gloomy, the sun appeared by mid-morning and
we could enjoy face painting, balloon modelling and,
most importantly, the chance for our parents, teachers
and children to get to know one another better.
In the central article of this newsletter, I review the
critical importance of strong left and right brain
integration, while also sharing some easy-to-do
techniques. Interhemispheric Integration will also be the
topic of the next Mindstretch Community Lecture in
March (please see page 3 for details).
Finally, I thank Katie Hamilton for her article on autism
research (page 4) and for her commitment to informing
the field.
Wishing all a successful 2017.

Pinelands, Cape Town
E: jen@mindstretch.co.za
P: 021 531 5899
M: 083 444 4554
F: 086 518 9251
W: www.mindstretch.co.za

With thanks, Jennifer
Mindstretch Founder and Preschool Principal
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Integrating for Learning Success
For over 15 years I have been helping individuals to
overcome learning challenges, I have learned to
observe closely the mind−body connection. Looking
at the whole, I search for clues that systems are
either supporting or hampering learning.
Relevant neurological pathways in the brain facilitate
the integration of sensory information. This continues
to develop as a child grows and the pathways extend
and connect.

Interhemispheic integration is the process by which
information is exchanged between the two hemispheres
(left and right) of the brain.
Children unable to do rhythmic bilateral movements
(using both sides of the body in a coordinated way)
are generally at higher risk of encountering learning
challenges.
Physical clues that suggest poor interhemispheric
integration include:

 An uneven running or walking gait.
 Inability to step bilaterally up or down stairs or a
ladder.

 Difficulty learning to swim or ride a bike.
Delayed language acquisition may also indicate poor
interhemispheric integration.
In my experience, strong interhemispheric integration
is essential for children to realise their potential. This
will be the focus of my March Community Lecture
Promoting Brain Interhemispheric Integration (see
overleaf for details).
Fortunately, several fun rhythmic exercises promote
interhemispheric integration and are easily adapted to
a child’s ability. For example, bicycling and drumming
are both in regular use at Mindstretch Preschool.
Continued overleaf
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Bicycling: Depending on the child’s age and ability,
a scooter is a good place to start. Many children
initially use only homo-lateral movements, using
both legs to push off at the same time. Encourage
bilateral movement — pushing off with one leg at a
time — in a coordinated manner.
Once the child has perfected quick bilateral
movements on the scooter, introduce a more
advanced balance bicycle (or strider), which looks
like a normal bike, but without pedals. Here too,
encourage bilateral left–right movement.
Next comes a normal bicycle with fairy wheels.
Bilateral motion is required for successful pedalling.
The final step is to remove the fairy wheels.
Drumming: Drumming is another effective tool
promoting interhemispheric integration. A fat book
or upturned pot can be used instead of a drum.
Some children battle with the alternating hand/arm
movement, tending to use one hand only, or both
hands at the same time. Gently encourage bilateral
movements. Progressively trickier patterns of
drumming can be introduced once the bilateral
motion is mastered.


For more on drumming patterns, see our
February 2016 newsletter (Issue 6); available
at www.mindstretch.co.za

Promoting Brain Interhemispheric Integration
Learn the fundamentals, together with the tools
and techniques to help your child, no matter
what their age or stage of development.
By: Jennifer Southgate BA, HED, Advanced
HANDLE® Practitioner.
On: Saturday March 25, 9h30-11h00.
At: Pinelands Library, Howard Centre, Howard Drive.


Please register via: colleen@mindstretch.co.za

The Seated Clapping Game (a HANDLE®
technique) is a fun, interactive game requiring
bilateral movement. It is easily done at home.

See our YouTube.com video THE SEATED CLAPPING GAME
for the technique being performed.
 Sit on a chair with the child seated facing
you, and close enough for you to easily
reach out and touch their extended hand.

 Clap your hands together in front of your
chest with your feet on the floor. The child
should do this at the same time.

 Now reach out with one hand to tap the
hand of the child, without either of you
reaching across your midline. With your
other hand, tap the knee of the leg on the
same side as the hand that is not tapping
the child’s hand (again, do not cross your
midline). The child mirrors the action.

 Both clap your hands together again.
 Now repeat the hand and knee tap, but on
the opposite side of the body.

 Develop a rhythmic ‘clap and tap’ pattern;
do not let your hands cross your midline.

 Continue until you have either lost the
pattern or rhythm three times, or until you
have kept the rhythm going for
2–3 minutes without error.

Every day, every child gets at least 30 minutes
of HANDLE therapy at Mindstretch Preschool.
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Autism Research Ongoing in Cape Town
By Kate Hamilton, PhD candidate at UCT

Autism is a complex disorder with a wide range of presentations and an unknown cause. To help
affected children, we must understand the disorder. Recent research points to a genetic basis.
Hundreds of genes are implicated in Autism. Ongoing research is focused on identifying which genes are
related to unique aspects of Autism. My research team (UCTAutism.com) is working on many projects,
including my PhD study that looks at how two specific genes influence social abilities.


One of the genes regulates opiate levels in the body. It could influence whether your child wants to
interact with you by affecting whether they find it enjoyable or not.
The other is a serotonin gene. This may affect your child’s ability to relate to others, and especially
their ability to understand the emotions, intentions and beliefs of others.



If we can identify the roles of the different genes, it may allow for targeted treatments and interventions
early in childhood. This may help prevent difficulties in adolescence and adulthood.
Our team is working with many schools in the Western Cape, both private and public (including
Mindstretch Preschool), to meet with boys with Autism who are between ages 4 and 14.
To ensure we get a full understanding of their social abilities and difficulties, we have designed our tasks so
that all relevant boys can participate, even if they are unable to speak. Children who participate receive a
free ADOS2 report identifying their strengths and weaknesses. This in turn can assist their educators and
clinician to better help them.
If you have questions about the study, or would like to participate, please email Kate: kate@hamilton.co.za

Jennifer and Katie.

The aim of UCT’s Department of Psychology’s Autism
Research group is to promote autism awareness and
knowledge through high-quality basic and applied research.

We Welcome Feedback and Subscriptions


Email jen@mindstretch.co.za with comments or suggestions for the newsletter, and please follow us on Facebook to receive
regular news updates (@mindstretch.co.za).
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